A new multi-slice acquisition scheme is presented where the number P of acquisition steps within each repetition is smaller than the number of slices The order of data acquisition is varied over the total number of repetitions such that all images are sampled completely with identical contrast given by the TR required for the acquisition of P slices The number of slices acquired in a single measurement can he chosen independently of the T1 contrast without loss in image quality compared to conventional images Applying sliding phase encoding positioning allows for arbitrary close or even overlapping positioning of the slices
INTRODUCTION
A new multi-slice acquisition scheme is presented that overcomes two constraints in conventional multi-slice imaging An arbitrary number of slices can he acquired in a single measurement regardless to the contrast determining repetition time TR Applying a slice excitation frequency that IS incremented or "ramped" between two phase encoding (PE) steps of the same slice [l] the TR-independent multi-slice (TRIM) technique allows for arbitrary close or even overlapping slice positioning
METHOD
The basic idea of TRIM is to acquire the total number of N*m PE steps needed for the reconstruction of N slices with m PE steps in such a manner that only P (P<N) acquisition steps are realized per repetition Then the number of repetitions is increased to r with N*m=P*r The chronological order of data acquisition with respect to the slice assignment of the acquisition steps can be designed in a (N x r)-Matrix as shown in Fig 1 The task is to fill this matrix in such a manner that in each line there are P and in each column there are m acquisition steps To avoid artifacts the TR between two consecutive acquired PE steps of the same slice must he constant for the whole slice Inspection of Fig 1 shows , that this condition can not he met for all acquisition steps Due to the holes in the column direction there is at least one interval for which a certain slice has a longer TR It can he shown, however, that for any numbers N and P there is an allocation of the design matrix that has at most one gap in column direction for all slices The PE trajectory can he adapted in such a manner that echoes acquired after a longer TR period are used for the kspace lines at the edges of k-space Additionally dummy cycles can easily be incorporated to reduce signal fluctuations along the PE direction The pulses applied in each repetition are not equidistant. This may lead to different excitation profiles for different echoes due to the saturation effects of adjacent pulses in a multi-slice experiment. Applying linearly ramped PE trajectories (Fig 1, bottom) to the TRIM acquisition sequence allows for the application of equidistant excitation 1 pulses in all repetitions If adjacent PE steps have a distance of 6z and the slice to slice distance consequently is Az=rn*Gz then the range of z is divided into P segments, each with a width of AI;=N/P*Az In each repetition period P equidistant PE steps one out of each z-segment are acquired. With the choice of P and N the slice distance Az and the used pulse distance At; can he chosen independently in order to acquire arbitrary overlapping slices. Fig.2 compares the conventional and the TRIM acquisition strategy. Using a SE sequence with TR=570ms of maximum 28 slices can be acquired with a conventional multi-slice technique (a). Using the TRIM acquisition order the number of acquired slices was increased to N=42 (c). Acquiring P=28 PE steps per repetition the image contrast is identical to the conventional image contrast. Compared to a conventional scan with N slices in TRIM scans the contrast determining TR interval is reduced to TRTW = PM*TGoN. Using PM=2/3 for two of three slices the signal is increased by about 5-7% due to a virtually larger distance of pulses applied in the same repetition period. Applying spatially ramped PE to the TRIM technique all slices have identical signal intensity (d). Using this technique the slices were set partly overlapping to cover the same volume with 42 slices than in the conventional scan with 28 slices. The signal saturation in the images due to the multi-slice excitation scheme was identical to that in the conventional scan (h). Compared to the conventional technique the slice to slice distance can be reduced in TRIM 
RESULTS

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
It was shown that using the TRIM acquisition scheme the number of slices acquired in a single measurement can be chosen independently of the contrast determining TR-interval. Slice packages can be freely adapted to a volume of interest without forcing compromises in other image parameters like slice thickness or SNR and without loss in image quality. A given total measurement time as e.g. a breath-hold period can be used completely for slice acquisition regardless of the desired image contrast and without the need of sequential measurements requiring a multiple of measurement time. Images of identical slice parameters covering identical volumes of interest can be acquired with different T1 contrast e.g. to compare them before and after the application of contrast agents. TRIM can also be applied to T1 weighted TSE sequences that typically allow to acquire only a small number of slices within a short TR due to the length of the echo trains used. Furthermore TRIM allows for an arbitrary slice positioning in multi-slice imaging for a homogeneous volume coverage. Gaps between slices can be avoided and partial volume effects can he reduced in order to increase the resolution in slice direction. The concept of TRIM can be expanded to obtain a whole-body multi-slice technique. Designing the acquisition matrix for this purpose the number N is very large (N>>P) and an additional constraint has to be observed that all slices excited in any repetition step are positioned within in a small window that gradually slides over the volume.
